The Impact Of Manned Space Stations
On The Law Of Outer Space

HAMILTON DESAUSSURE*

Within the decade men and women will be living and working on
board space stations on a routine and repetitive basis. Not long
thereafter, the near outer space will become a common workplace
for employees of the world's most venturesome commercial enterprises. The Soviet Union has taken the initiative in establishinga
permanent presence in space with their ongoing Salyut programs.
The United States is planning to insert a long duration, habitable
space station in orbit by the mid 1990's. Other nations are expressing more and more interest in following this lead, and either cooperatingin Soviet or U.S. ventures into manned stations, or initiating their own programs. There is little doubt that by the end of
this millenium, outer space will become occupied as a place to live
and work. This article raises some of the important legal
problems which will have to be considered and resolved in order to
achieve the most harmonious and effective use of these stations.
INTRODUCTION

Authors and scientists have written about man living and working
off planet earth at least since 1869 when the novel The Brick Moon
appeared in The Atlantic Monthly.1 In this story a brick sphere was
constructed for launch into earth orbit to help mariners navigate the
oceans. By accident the sphere was catapulted into space with workers still inside. There happened to be ample food supplies in their
brick enclosure and they decided to remain in space permanently,
keeping contact with Earth by transmitting Morse Code signals to
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Earth by making short and big jumps on the side of their new
habitat. Jules Verne and Kurd Lasswitz were describing in detail
space settlements before the beginning of the century.'
The first author to consider in technical detail the practical application of a space station was a Soviet writer, Konstantine Tsiolkovsky.3 Some of his early concepts, published in 1903, were a rotating
habitat to simulate the earth's gravity, the use of solar power, and a
solar greenhouse with an internal ecological system for growing the
necessary food supplies. Early science writers included the German
scientist Herman Oberth. In 1923 he explained how manned space
stations could be used as platforms for research and observations."
Guido von Pirquet, another German, in 1928 proposed a cluster of
three stations, one in low earth orbit, one in high earth orbit, and a
transit station in intermediate orbit linking the other two.5 Another
European, Potocnik, writing under the name of Herman Noordung,
described a station consisting of three modules interconnected by
power hoses and electric cables to form a wheel.' The living wheel,
or Wohnrad as Noordung called it, was to have a hundred foot diameter which substituted centrifugal force for gravity at the rim
where the habitable module was located. Noordung's Wohnrad
would obtain power from the sun by millions of connected mirrors
and boiler tubes.
Werner Von Braun and Willie Ley in the 1950's and early 1960's
gave prominence to the space station concept. Von Braun conceived
of the notion of bringing the station into orbit in sections. His idea
was to build the station from collapsible plastic sections which would
be thoroughly tested on the earth, disassembled, and taken into orbit
in pieces where it would be reassembled. He also analyzed the problem of disposing of wastes and the need for a spinning station to
imitate gravitation forces. Ley thought of the need for orbital transfer vehicles, which he called space taxis, to supply the station and
traverse great spatial distances.8 Ley divided space ships into two
classes, those which could never touch the atmosphere (lacking the
necessary power and configuration to sustain aerodynamic lift) and
2. J. VERNE, OFF ON A COMET (1878); AROUND THE MOON (1870); K. LASSWlTZ,
ON Two PLANETS (1897).
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5. G. VON PIRQUET, Space articles, 2 THE ROCKET (1928).
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space ships which could penetrate the airspace in order to land (e.g.,
the modern shuttle).
One early Soviet writer, Ari Sternfeld, compared the future space
station to the submarine in that its crew will be obliged to live in an
airtight cabin completely isolated from the exterior community. 9
Most of these authors, who were scientists and rocket engineers, did
not dwell on the military significance of space stations. Oberth was
the exception. In his view the first station to be launched would be
for military purposes and the first space station crew would be composed of uniformed military personnel.1 Dr. Robert Goddard, the
pioneer American rocketeer, foresaw the possibility of a nuclear propelled space ark helping man to escape earth altogether." In 1974
Gerard O'Neill published an article on the colonization of space, and
his classic on the subject was published as a book, The High Frontier, in 1976.

In the summer of 1975, a ten week program in the

technical design of a space habitat was sponsored jointly by NASA,
Stanford University, and the American Society for Engineering Education.13 Among their conclusions was that the practical means were
at hand to construct a large space laboratory for placement in low
earth orbit.' 4 The study was materially assisted by the work of
O'Neill and his students at Princeton in 1969 and the early 1970's
on the feasibility of space colonization. These early studies proposed
building the habitat from lunar materials which would be delivered
by electro-magnetic mass drivers to an orbit equidistant from the
moon and earth where the station was to be located.
EARLY U.S. INITIATIVES

Now the long term visions of the early writers are about to become a reality. The deployment of habitable permanent stations performing routine tasks in aid of scientific and commercial missions is
probably less than a decade away. It was eighteen years ago that
President Johnson instructed the Defense Department to immedi9.
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ately proceed with the development of a manned orbiting laboratory. 15 This led to several studies under contract with NASA on the
feasibility of a long duration permanent orbital facility. One of these
studies was prepared by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company for the Marshall Spaceflight Center.16 The study outlined the
principal features of a manned orbital facility (MOF) which would
complement the space transportation system (STS) and the Spacelab
program. The MOF would have a long duration orbital capability
and be periodically resupplied by the space shuttle. It would be a
four man facility in a two hundred mile orbit about the earth. The
orbit would be inclined at 28.5 degrees to the equator. The plan
called for two MOFs, the first to be launched from Cape Kennedy,
and the second to be launched two years later from Vandenberg Air
Force Base, the latter to be inserted into polar orbit.17 Placing a man
on the moon in the decade of the 1960's suspended all manned space
projects, such as the MOF and the STS, until completion of the
Apollo program. Thereafter, with the U.S. incurring large deficits
from the Vietnamese conflict, President Nixon directed NASA to
make a choice between a manned space station (MSS), or a space
transportation system (STS). 18 The STS was selected on the logical
theory that before there is a permanent station in space, there must
be a bridge which links the habitable module to mother earth. The
STS provided that link.
DIVISION OF REsPONSIBILITIES WITHIN

NASA

With the shuttle becoming operational in 1983, and with nine successful launches, NASA pressed for executive approval for the establishment of an MSS in low earth orbit by 1991.19 Many agencies
opposed the concept of building a manned space station including
the Office of Management and Budget, the Defense Department
(specifically the U.S. Air Force), certain intelligence offices, and, initially, the President's Science Advisor. 20 However, the President, in
his State of the Union address on January 26, 1984, said that building a space station was the second great goal which would permit
quantum leaps in research in science, communications, and in metals
15. See Cooper, The Manned Orbiting Laboratory, A Major Legal and Political
Decision, 51 A.B.A. J. 1137 (1965).
16.
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Year 2000 and Beyond (August 12, 1983); see also Woodcock, Space Station Wars 9 L5 NEws 1 (1984).
19. See Woodcock, supra note 18, at 1.
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and life saving medicines which can be manufactured only in
space.2 1 Even before President Reagan delivered his speech to Con-

gress, NASA had begun to make preparations for developing a
multi-billion dollar manned space station. In order to study the operation of, and plan for, an MSS, NASA organized two separate
groups of experts to examine the implications and problems related
to constructing a space station. 2 On the policy and planning level,
NASA appointed a Space Station Task Force, and on the technological level, a Space Station Technology Steering Committee. The
Task Force was given the responsibility for developing programs, analyzing mission requirements, and reviewing institutional organization and procedures for a space station program. The Steering Committee was empowered to study and approve the technologies
necessary for project development. Their investigation is ongoing and
will cover everything from basic research to project development.
Such topics as the best available use of the materials and technology
as they are then projected to exist in the 1990's will come under the
Steering Committee's scrutiny. For example, the interconnecting system for telecommunications on board satellites presently uses copper
wire. By 1990, fibre optics may make copper wire obsolete for such
purposes. The Steering Committee is responsible for coordinating
science and applications requirements to ensure technological advances become an integral part of space station planning. Membership on that Committee is composed of scientists and engineers from
all six NASA space centers as well as NASA headquarters and the
Jet Propulsion Lab located in Pasadena, California.
NASA Guidelines
In planning for the composition and fabrication of the first space
station, a number of constraints have been adopted.2 3 No component

parts larger than the cargo bay areas of the Shuttle will be delivered
into low earth orbit. There must be a capability to rescue and return
to earth at least eight stranded spacefarers who might be on board a
disabled station. Procedures for disassembling or storing a decommissioned station must be established so that the station does not
21. N.Y. Times, Jan. 26, 1984, at 12, col. 1.
22. Olstad, Targeting Space Station Technologies, 21 ASTRONAUTICS & AERONAUTICS 30 (1983).
23. The technical information which follows regarding the composition and functioning of the manned space station is based on information received in an interview with
Dr. Joseph C. Sharp, Deputy Director, Office of Life Sciences, NASA Ames Research
Center (Nov. 18, 1983).

pose a threat to the earth or its environment, or to other objects in
space.
Current plans call for three core units to be launched into low
earth orbit where they will interconnect to form the first space station. One unit will be for solar power, the second will be a utility or
service unit, and the third the living module or habitat. It will take
three shuttle flights to place them all in orbit and the third flight will
also carry the first three astronauts to be stationed on the MSS. A
fourth shuttle flight will carry anywhere from two to five more mission personnel to the station.
NASA estimates the station will have a thirty-year life span after
which its technology will become obsolete. It will then be disassembled and salvaged. Since the MSS will be a low earth orbiting platform, there will have to be procedures for preventing its orbital decay and fall back to earth, as happened to Skylab on July 11, 1979
and the Soviet satellite Cosmos 954 on January 24, 1978.24 Three
ways to maintain the desired orbit of the space station are under
consideration. The first option is to have small on-board thrusters
operating continuously to stabilize the orbit. The second is to maintain a group of larger jet engines which would ignite every few years
as the station begins to lose critical orbital altitude. A third option is
to provide some means for the station to skip off the atmosphere as it
loses*altitude and bounce it back into higher orbit. This would pose
the greatest hazard because of the complex mathematics involved in
determining the precise angle of contact with the atmosphere. Any
miscalculation could mean disaster. Too steep an approach could
cause the station's fiery disintegration as it descends into the earth's
atmosphere. On the other hand, if the angle of approach is too shallow, the station might skip into a high energy solar orbit. An oscillating orbital altitude will require precise computations involving
mass, weight, and velocity of the station, as well as the25station's
orbiting altitude and the surrounding atmospheric density.
The station will be programmed to circle the earth at an average
height of about 275 nautical miles. Depending on the type of propulsion used to maintain it in orbit, its altitude may reach as high as
300 miles and then it may be allowed to fall back to 170 miles
before it is reenergized. It will circle the globe at a 28 degree inclination to the equator, a trajectory which provides the maximum
centrifugal force derived from the rotation of the earth.26
The initial habitat module will weigh about 79,000 pounds and
contain 195 cubic meters of pressurized living environment. This will
24. K. GATLAND, ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY 181 (1980).
25. Interview with Dr. Sharp, supra note 23.
26. Id.
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expand to a habitat weighing 207,000 pounds with 365 cubic meters
of living space by the year 2000.27 Such a facility would be equal in
habitable space to about six Spacelabs. Three to eight spacefarers
might occupy the first MSS, but as the living space expands, the
number of station members could grow to twenty. The space station
would be resupplied by the shuttle every thirty days and the crews
would be rotated every ninety days. The lack of gravity on board the
station has caused concern that sojourns in space in excess of six
months might cause serious and irreparable calcium loss in the
human body. By comparison, Skylab, launched in 1973, remained
manned for a total of 171 days. 8 Ii had a maximum of three on
board at one time and weighed about 84 tons. The longest flight for
any astronaut on board was less than 84 days. Although the initial
habitable module will be primarily devoted to scientific research,
subsequent modules docked to the core station will have commercial
and possibly military applications as well. The microgravity environment in space will be conducive to processing materials by electrophoresis procedure which would be either impossible or too expensive
to perform on earth.
FUNCTIONS OF THE MANNED SPACE STATION

The MSS will ultimately serve as a multipurpose platform. It will
be used not only for research and commercial processing, but also as
a base for relaunch of other artifacts into deep space and as a port
for orbital transfer vehicles. It will serve in aid of spatial, maritime,
and air navigation, and as a spaceborne communications network. It
will also serve as a weather station and a deep space observatory.
For budgetary reasons, the Defense Department is proceeding with
great caution as to the military significance of these stations. Neither
Defense nor the Air Force want research and development costs of
the MSS to be allocated to the military budget. However, there is no
doubt manned stations could also support military applications, such
as a weapons platform, a repair and logistics depot, a space based
operations center, a communications link, and a traffic control
center, absent treaty restraints.
NASA hopes to reduce the ground support necessary to support
27. Covault, Aviation Week and Space Technology [hereinafter cited as AWST],
July 24, 1983, at 18. NASA estimates cost through launch in the 1990's to be in the
four-to-six billion dollar range.
28. K. GATLAND, ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY 180 (1980). See Woodcock, supra note 18, at 1.

the station. During the Apollo flights, about three hundred persons
were on duty at Houston mission control during each eight hour
shift. Since manned spacecraft need around-the-clock ground support, nine hundred ground personnel were required. The personnel
necessary to support the shuttle missions have been reduced to approximately 200 per shift, or a total of six hundred ground personnel. The hope is to drastically reduce this number even further.29
This can be achieved by performing more support functions on board
the station. The resulting economics will generate more exploration
and use of space for the public and private good.
MANNED SPACE STATION ACTIVITY AT HOME AND ABROAD

Notwithstanding NASA aspirations to have an MSS in orbit by
1991, the Soviet Union has thus far been the leader in space station
development with its Soyez and Salyut programs. The Soviets have
kept their cosmonauts in space for nearly six months and they have
done more to demonstrate that working and living on board space
stations can become routine within this century than any other nation. At present they are working on a minishuttle which can serve
as a small transport craft, and on an aerospace vehicle capable of
navigating in outer space or airspace with equal capability.30 Either
of these could be planned for use as supply vehicles to support a
space station. The Soviets have stated their belief that the manned
space station is the foothold for future deep space exploration. 31
Eventually, manned space stations will not be the sole province of
the two superpowers. Other countries, such as France, China, and
Japan, and international agencies such as the European Space
Agency, will launch their own space stations.32 Even private, spaceoriented companies such as General Electric, Western Union, and
AT&T will some day own or operate them. There is a need to provide a suitable legal regime for those living and working in this new
environment. To the extent this regime is international in scope, it
will be the responsibility of the United Nations, working through its
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS) to
draft the rules for space conduct.33 All the present multilateral trea29. Interview with Dr. Sharp, supra note 23. See Woodcock, supra note 18, at 31.
30. See Soviets End Winged Spacecraft Orbital Test Flight, AWST, Jan. 2, 1984,
at 14.
31. See K. GATLAND, supra note 24, at 168. Mr. Brezhnev of the Soviet Union has
remarked that "Soviet science considers the creation of orbital stations with changing
crews as the highway of man into space." Quoted in K. GATLAND, supra note 24, at 168.
32. See Gregory, Space Station-European Style, AWST, Dec. 19, 1983; K.
GATLAND, supra note 24, at 45, 46-49.
33. COPUOS was established by the U.N. Resolution to study, inter alia, "the
nature of legal problems which may arise in the carrying out of programs to explore
outer space" and to draft the necessary multilateral agreements. See C. CHRISTOL, THE
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ties on the use and exploration of outer space and the celestial bodies
have been negotiated within COPUOS and then approved by the
U.N. General Assembly. 34 However, none of these treaties set forth
specific rules for community living in outer space. For the most part,
they establish broad general principles to guide future negotiations
in preparing a more detailed and structured legal regime. Many issues remain unresolved within COPUOS, such as the demarcation
between airspace and outerspace, the legal implications of remote
sensing satellites, and the right to use direct broadcasting satellites
for the transnational flow of information. However, the launching of
permanent stations in orbital paths about the earth and the moon
will require COPUOS to devote more study to a legal regime for
extended human activity in space.
Whether a law of space commerce will evolve slowly, as maritime
law did, or much more rapidly as in the case of the regulation and
law of air commerce, will depend on the speed with which perma35
nent manned space station activity becomes repetitive and routine.
If the development of air law is any prologue, a law for space commerce will quickly emerge. Only a period of twenty years separates
the launch of the first man into orbit in a small one-ton capsule and
the launch of a large 100-ton two-man orbiter, the shuttle. Yuri
Gagarin was the first person to orbit the earth on April 12, 1961.
The first shuttle launch was on April 12, 1981. During this short
time, nearly ten man-years were logged in space.

14-20 (1982).
34. The work of COPUOS has produced five multilateral space treaties which have
been approved by the United Nations General Assembly. All but the Moon Treaty are in
force. They are: The Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies of
October 10, 1967 (short title The Outer Space Treaty) TIAS No. 6347; The Agreement
on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of Objects
Launched into Outer Space of December 3, 1968 (short title The Astronauts Agreement)
TIAS No. 6599; The Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space
Objects of October 9, 1973 (short title The Liability Convention) TIAS No. 7762; The
Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space of September 15,
1976 (short title The Registration Agreement) TIAS No. 8480; The Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and other Celestial Bodies of December 5,
1979 (short title The Moon Treaty).
35. Maritime law has been evolving at least since Babylonian times, with certain
ancient rules as to jettison, general average, and bottomry being established by 500 B.C.
In contrast, the evolution of air law has spanned a little more than three quarters of a
century, becoming well developed within a half century. G. HEALY & D. SHARPE, ADMIRALTY, CASES & MATERIALS 3 (1974).
MODERN INTERNATIONAL LAW OF OUTER SPACE

A

LEGAL REGIME FOR THE MANNED SPACE STATION

While the Soviet Union is on the threshold of establishing a perpetual cosmonaut presence in earth orbit, and the U.S. is now beginning a serious response to this initiative, the creation of a legal regime to regulate the lives of those on board has only been suggested
by some authors. Most have not found it useful to devote much research to the status or definition of space stations, preferring to cope
with the more immediate problems created by unmanned satellites,
such as those associated with remote sensing, direct broadcasting,
reconnaissance, and the use of the geostationary orbit. However, the
recent approval by the President of a MSS project makes this the
appropriate time to examine what type of regime best accommodates.
extended manned flights and community living in space.
The first step in the creation of a new branch of law for outer
space is to define its scope. It was assumed by most scholars well
before Sputnik I that the legal status of outer space would be comparable to that of the open seas, with complete freedom in all states
to use and explore them, rather than to that of the airspace with
sovereignty residing in the subjacent state." The launch of Sputnik 1
on October 4, 1957, confirmed their view that outer space was for
the use and exploration of all nations. No state lodged a protest of its
overflight of their territory. Thus, the legal nature of outer space as
an open environment was quickly established. However, the nature
of the artifacts using the medium remains in doubt. In the case of a
legal status for the MSS, this means defining what constitutes a
space station as contrasted with other space objects. In the major
space treaties, the terms "space objects," "spacecraft," "space stations," or "space vehicles" are used interchangeably. Dr. DiederiksVerschoor and other distinguished jurists have suggested the need to
be more precise in defining the various man-made objects launched
into space. 38 Justice R. Jennings, British member of the International Court of Justice, nearly twenty years ago suggested a classifi36. Cooper, Legal Problems of Upper Space, 50 PRoc. AM. Soc'Y INT'L L. 85-93
(1956).
37. See M. McDOUGAL, H. LASSWELL, I. VLAsic, LAW & PUBLIC ORDER IN
SPACE 205 (1963). A senior attorney for the Air Force, Mr. Will Carroll, reports that
General Curtis LeMay, The Vice Chief of Staff, USAF, was briefed on the day the
Russians launched Sputnik. When the question of protesting the overflight was addressed, General LeMay stated, "We were going to orbit their country weren't we?"
According to Mr. Carroll that finished the matter as far as the Air Force was concerned.
Carroll, The Role of the Air Force JAG in the Early Development of the Law of Outer
Space, 3 SPACE LAW COMPENDIUM FOR THE 34TH ANNUAL JAG CONFERENCE, Homestead AFB (1983).
38. I. Diederiks-Verschoor, The Legal Status of Artificial Space Objects, 24 CoLLOQUIUM INT'L INST. SPACE L. 94 (1982); see also Vereschetin, 21 COLLOQUIUM 164
(1978); Vereplaetse, 29 J. AIR L. & COM. 31 (1963); Sztucki, 8 Colloquium 444 (1974);
Gorove, 17 COLLOQUIUM 208 (1974); and Lukin, 19 COLLOQUIUM 234 (1976).
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cation of space objects to include manned and unmanned, active and
passive, maneuverable and stationary.3 9 Not all scholars agree that
precise definitions of space objects are desirable. Judge Manfred
Lachs, the Polish member of the International Court of Justice,
wrote in his classic treatise on space law that a general, nondiscriminating description for space objects is preferable. He observed
that neither the 1919 Paris Convention on the Regulation of International Civil Aviation, nor its successor, the Chicago Convention on
International Civil Aviation of 1944 set forth a definition for aircraft. Judge Lachs believed that technological advances could rapidly make obsolete any endeavor to define and classify categories of
space objects.4
A Special Classification for Manned Space Stations
Nevertheless, there are valid reasons for distinguishing the different types of space objects. Vessels and aircraft, as instrumentalities
of transport, are comparable to the shuttle orbiter, while fixed objects on the sea or in the airspace, such as lighthouses at sea and
manned observation balloons, have more resemblance to the space
station in permanent low earth orbit.
There can be no indistinct labeling of objects in space when space
transport and habitation both become routine. The orbiter, the station, and the debris in space all qualify as space objects, but the need
to distinguish between them becomes imperative as manned, commercial space ventures begin to expand. The law of the sea, and to a
lesser extent, the law of the air, will provide many analogies for the
shaping of particular regimes for outer space, one for transport and
one for human settlements. Not all artifacts at sea are vessels, nor
airborne ones aircraft, but vessels and aircraft are the very foundation for maritime and air law. The orbiter, or space shuttle, will be
comparable to the vessel or the aircraft, because it will be a craft
used for the carriage of goods and persons from one place to another.
This distinguishes it from other space objects including the MSS.
The Analogy to Maritime and Air Law
Historically, vessels have been treated as suis generis by maritime
law. 1 Unlike either aircraft or trains, the courts and legislatures
39.

Jennings, Questionable on Status of Spacecraft, 1965 PROC. INT'L L. A., 52

Report annex, C, at 215-23.
40. M. LACHS, THE LAW OF OUTER SPACE 68 (1972).
41.

"[P]ersonification of the vessel, treating it as a juristic person whose acts and

have conferred upon vessels nationality and personality (i.e., separate
juridical status). Vessels have independent responsibility for claims
arising from their use and can be sued in rem. 42 Their essential characteristic is that they are used, or capable of being used, in navigation as a means of sea transport. Objects permanently moored to the
seabed, not being used in navigation, cannot be vessels.4 3 Neither are
floating dry docks, fixed platforms for oil drilling rigs, or moored
wharf boats. Neither do moorings, buoys, lighthouses, or artificial
islands qualify as vessels, however broadly that term may be defined.44 Of course the flotsam and jetsam, debris or wreckage that
remains afloat after a ship is lost at sea, do not qualify as vessels.
Similarly space debris and components of satellites may be space objects, but they are certainly not spacecraft or stations.
The limiting phrases "manned habitats" and "used for transport"
may become the criteria for deciding whether space objects are
MSSs, STS vehicles, or simply unclassified space objects subject to
no special legal regime. The STS orbiter, like the vessel and the aircraft, being navigable, reusable, and employed for transport will require its own specific regulation. The MSS will compare more to a
permanent structure on the ocean. Although it will not occupy a
fixed position, its orbital path will remain constant and it will constitute a permanent presence in space. It will not be used to ferry payloads to, from, and within outer space and its orbital maneuverability will be very limited. The principal function of the MSS will be to
serve as a space-deck for the performance of other spaceborne
missions.45
The Analogy to Moon Stations
MSSs will not be comparable to moon stations either, because the
Moon Treaty places particular conditions on this use.46 While states
retain jurisdiction and control over their moon stations, just as they
omissions, although brought about by her personnel, are personal acts of the ship for
which, as a juristic person, she is legally responsible, has long been recognized by this
court. . ." Canadian Aviator, Ltd v. U.S., 324 U.S. 215 (1945), (Reed, J.). See also
Cooper, The Legal Status of Aircraft, ExPLoRATIONs AEROSPACE L. 204-51 (1968).
42. G. GILMORE & C. BLACK, THE LAW OF ADMIRALTY 35, 589 (2d ed. 1975); J.
COOPER, EXPLORATIONS IN AEROSPACE LAW 206 (Vlasic ed. 1968); G. HEALY & D.
SHARPE, supra note 35, at 28.
43. Article 1, Conventions of the International Maritime Satellite Agreement of
1976, defines a ship as including any type of vehicle, craft, or platform operating in the
marine environment which is not permanently moored. TIAS No. 9605. A vessel has
been described as applying to floating structures capable of transporting something over
water. G. GILMORE & C. BLACK, THE LAW OF ADMIRALTY 33 (1975).
44. See Cope v. Vallete Dry-Dock Co., 119 U.S. 625 (1887), for the classical distinction between vessels and other structures at sea.
45. Interview with Dr. Sharp, supra note 23.
46. See The Moon Treaty, supra note 34, Article 15.
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do over all their space objects, moon stations must be open for inspection by other party states, who may visit them after giving rea-

sonable notice.47 No similar right of inspection or visitation of orbiting satellites is provided in treaty law.

The Outer Space Treaty provides that outer space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies, is not subject to national appropria-

tion by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by
any other means. 48 Whether space stations are treated as instrumentalities or as extended territorial enclaves, this prohibits the creation

of any territorial buffer zones around them. It may not, however,
prohibit the creation of circumventing non-sovereign zones for safety

or security.49 Space stations may eventually be regarded as real

rather than personal property when they begin to shelter human set-

tlements. They may then be classified as territory, floating space islands in constant orbit around the earth. The station's function, loca-

tion, design, permanence, orbital path, and habitability distinguish it
from other space objects. It has been compared to a deepwater port,

which is a fixed place on the high seas serving as a way station.
These ports have a special status.50
The Analogy to Deepwater Ports

Deepwater ports are creatures of municipal, rather than international, law. They have been authorized by statute in the United
States for the purpose of transferring oil and natural gas supplies

transported by tanker to and from the United States.5 1 They are
built in areas of high seas, but are regulated by domestic legislation.
47. The Moon Treaty, supra note 34, Article 15, paragraph 1. While the Moon
Treaty is not in force as yet, nor has the U.S. even signed it, the general consensus is that
the open access provisions of the Agreement will become the rule even without formal
ratification. Four countries as of Feb. 29, 1984, have ratified the agreement. The agreement will enter into force on the 30th day following the deposit of ratification by the fifth
state. The Moon Treaty, supra note 34, Article 19.
48. The Outer Space Treaty, supra note 34, Article 2.
49. The establishment of security zones in the airspace above the high seas is a
generally accepted article. The U.S., Canada, and other countries have established such
zones well beyond their territorial seas, for the purpose of requiring all incoming aircraft
to establish their identity. See 14 C.F.R. §§ 99 et. seq. (1984) and JEPPESEN AIRWAY
MANUAL, CANADA AND ALASKA 1 (1977). Contiguous zones beyond the territorial seas
are well established. Article 24, 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and
Contiguous Zone. TIAS No. 5639.
50. See 1974 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 7535; The Deepwater Port Act of
1974, 33 U.S.C. § 1501 et seq. [hereinafter cited as the Act]. Ginna Ingram, a research
student with the NASA/Ames Hastings Research Project, made this comparison in her
paper Spaceports and CelestialBodies 27 (1981).
51. The Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1503.

Although they are not multipurpose facilities, they do represent a
permanent manned presence in ocean space not subject to any sovereignty. 52 While not considered to be vessels, the Act provides they
are not islands either. 53 Nothing in the Act is intended to alter the
status of the high seas, the continental shelf, or the sea bed. Freedom
to construct these ports is not among the enumerated rights contained in the Geneva Convention on the High Seas, however, the
U.S. maintains their operation, which constitutes a reasonable use of
the high seas and not an interference with the right of others.5 4 They
do not create any surrounding territorial sea or territorial airspace
above their location. The Secretary of Transportation has primary
jurisdiction over them and issues licenses for their operation and construction. He may establish control zones around them for limited
purposes such as the safety of navigation. 55 These ports are suis
generis, having neither the status of an instrumentality (such as a
vessel) or a territory (such as an island). They are subject to regulation as common carriers under the Interstate Commerce Act and are
subject to the coastal zone management of the adjacent state. 58 The
Deepwater Port Act provides detailed guidelines for the protection of
the marine environment surrounding these ports.57 U.S. officials
must be granted access to them to enforce the law. In the event of
infractions, criminal and civil sanctions are provided. Rules for the
safety of navigation within the designated safety zones are also specified. 58 These provisions are interesting precedents for space stations
which will need to be inspected, regulated, and protected from
outside interference. Contiguous zones around MSSs for safety of
navigation will be needed. There will also be a need to prevent any
pollution of the space or earth environment from the activities on
board.
Since States bear international responsibility for all national activities in space, governmental or private, a governmental agency will
have to be responsible for their operation and for necessary rulemaking and inspection. 59 In the U.S., it would be reasonable to place this
authority in the same agency, the Department of Transportation,
that has it for Deepwater ports where expertise can be as beneficial
52. See The Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1502 (10) (text Section). The Act defines such port
as a "fixed or floating man-made structure other than a vessel ... located beyond the
territorial sea and off the coast of the U.S. and ... used or intended for use as a terminal
facility for loading and unloading of oil."
53. The Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1502 (10).
54. See 1974 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEws 7535.
55. The Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1509 (d).
56. The Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1507 (a), 1508 (c).
57. The Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1509 (a).
58. The Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1509 (b).
59. The Outer Space Treaty, supra note 34, Article 6.
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in outer space as it has been on the high seas.
It is possible MSS use may adversely affect competition, restrain
trade or promote monopoly, and thus contravene the anti-trust laws
of the United States. The Deepwater Port Act provides for periodic
reviews of deepwater port operations to ensure their compliance with
federal anti-trust laws, 60 and commercial activity on space stations
should be under the scrutiny of the Department of Justice as well.
U.S. quarantine laws should apply to MSS operations as well as to
deepwater ports.61 This will protect the MSS from the importation
of persons, plants, animals or organisms which carry harmful diseases. The right of quarantine is as necessary for the MSS as it is for
the deepwater port.
Deepwater ports also furnish a precedent for the application of
U.S. export and import laws. Hopefully, space stations may be endowed with the status of free trade zones. 62 The Act provides that
U.S. customs laws do not apply to Deepwater Ports but that all foreign articles used in their construction are subject to duties and taxes
when, or as if, they were brought into the U.S.'s This may not be
sufficient customs relief for space stations. The import of European
or Far East high technology into the U.S. for transshipment and installation on board an MSS, should be exempt from customs fees
while temporarily in the U.S. If the MSSs are given free trade zone
status, all supplies and materials imported for use on board should
be exempt from all duties, and all products made or assembled on
the station should be excused from U.S. export levies when returned
to earth. 64 Additionally, Congress should provide tax relief for persons working on board MSSs and limit the application of any labor
laws which pertain to work conditions or time on the job.65 The
Deepwater Port Act provides that the Constitution, laws, and treaties of the U.S. apply to these ports in the same manner as if they
were exclusive federal jurisdictions located within a state.66 The laws
60. The Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1506.
61. The Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1509.
62. Such zones should be granted even broader exemptions from customs duties
than that which is afforded land based zones under the Foreign Trade Zone Act, 19
U.S.C. § 81 (1978).

63. The Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1518 (d).
64. A useful analogy might be to tariff free areas created by treaties between nations. See Free Zones of Upper Savoy and the District of Gex, Permanent Court of
International Justice, 1919 P.C.I.J., ser. A/B, No. 46.
65. See Kanowitz, American Labor Law and the United States Space Shuttle, 34
HASTINGS

66.

L.J. 715, 746 (1983).

The Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1518 (a) (1).

of the nearest adjacent coastal state are designated as the applicable
local law. 67 For the MSS, however, an adoption of any particular
state law would be inappropriate unless it is made federal law by
congressional act. In order to achieve the desired uniformity of law
in outer space, the laws of a selected state or territory should be
designated the applicable federal law. For example, the laws of the
District of Columbia could be made the applicable U.S. law for activity on board any U.S. registered MSS. In 1981, Congress extended the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the U.S. to
any vehicle
used or designed for flight or navigation in space and on the registry of the
U.S.... while that vehicle is in flight, which is from the moment when all
external doors are closed on earth following embarkation until the moment
when one such door is opened on Earth for disembarkation or in the case of
a forced landing, until the competent authorities take 68over responsibility for
the vehicle and for the persons and property aboard.

It is questionable whether an orbiting space station designed for
habitation for 30 years or more, and constructed or assembled in
space, is in flight or navigation within the meaning of that provision.
In any event, the extension of specific federal laws to the space
habitat only partially is in creating a complete legal system for community living in outer space. A more comprehensive solution would
be to treat all U.S. space stations as federal enclaves and legislate a
federal scheme of applicable substantive law.
The Deepwater Port Act provides that U.S. courts shall have original jurisdiction over cases and controversies arising out of port construction or operation.69 Thus, their maintenance and operation is a
federal matter, and state courts are preempted, except where expressly authorized.7 0 The need will be equally urgent to make the
resolution of disputes on board or as to MSSs a matter within the
exclusive cognizance of federal courts. The same reasons for unifying
maritime law will compel unification of space law. Allowing each
state to develop its own common law for space would result in great
confusion and inconsistency.
Artificial Islands as a Basis for Comparison
MSSs have also been compared to artificial islands.7 1 Analogy to
these structures is complicated by the greater flexibility of the MSS
which may expand or contract as additional modules attach or separate. Some modules may be free flying alongside the base platform,
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
LEGAL
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The Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1518 (b).
18 U.S.C. § 7(6) (1984).
The Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1518 (e).
See 28 U.S.C. § 1331 (1966).
Ingram, supra note 42, at 33; see also N.
REGIME OF ARTIFICIAL ISLANDS 123 (1977).
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others tethered and others interlinked. Each module may be a self
contained support system fully capable of navigating solo or may be
totally dependent for life support on the mother station. Cosmos
1443 at one time docked to Salyut 7, and for that time being a part
of that space station, might subsequently be used as an orbital transfer tug ferrying supplies from one satellite to another. When used in
transport, it will become a spacecraft, but while linked to Salyut 7, it
is a part of that MSS.7 2 Additionally, artificial islands have a contiguity to their national state, a nexus totally lacking in an earth-orbiting MSS.
In conferring special status on the MSS, the question will arise as
to what national or international authority will create it, how it will
be administered, and, of course, by what law it will be governed. It
would be cumbersome and impracticable for each state to establish
its own rules for the MSSs within its territory or under its control.
Even nations having registry jurisdiction must agree to a specialized
regulatory body, established under the authority of the U.N., and
administered as an international agency. The International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) furnishes one model for a companion
spacefaring institution." The International Telecommunications
Union furnishes another excellent model.7 4
The Outer Space Treaty provides that activities in outer space
shall be conducted in accordance with international law.7 5 International law, however, governs the conduct of States, not individuals,
and will only serve as an aid to the development of a unified private
space law through regulation by a specialized agency of the UN.
The dualist school of international law believes that international
law and private, or domestic, law are two distinct bodies of law and
must not be confused.76 The monist school believes there is a need to
integrate the two branches into a single legal structure.77 The monist
is more compatible with the establishment of a legal regime for the
MSS because space habitation is both extraterrestrial and multicul72. See Cope v. Vallette Dry-Dock, supra note 44, for a maritime analogy.
73. ICAO promotes the orderly and safe development of international aviation.
See T. BUERGENTHAL, LAWMAKING IN THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION (1969).
74. The International Telecommunications Union maintains international cooperation in the rational use of telecommunications.
75. The Outer Space Treaty, supra note 34, Article 3.
76. Vereschetin, Interaction of Space and Domestic Law, 23 COLLOQUIUM 209
(1980).
77. Desaussure, An Integrated Legal System for Space, 6 J. SPACE L. 179, 192
(1978).
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tural. Until spacekind and earthkind become distinct, the bond of
nationality which links spacefarers to particular countries and laws
cannot be disregarded, but rather must be reconciled through international agreement.
HARMONIZATION OF LAW AND JURISDICTION IN SPACE

Despite the provision in the Outer Space Treaty that the registry
State retains jurisdiction over its launched objects and the personnel
thereof, this is not an exclusive competence.7 8 Where the nationals of
more than one country are involved through mishap or by agreement
(i.e. collisions, joint ventures, or-rescue operations), many States
may seek to exercise their national jurisdiction. There are simply too
many bases upon which States can extend their own laws to personnel in space, for a registry State to claim sole competence.7 9 A U.S.

astronaut might be cited by a French court for his negligence on
board a MSS which causes harm to a French mission specialist. In
this case, the law of France, not the U.S., would apply. 80 It is unfortunate, but common, for earth inhabitants to be subjected to multiple jurisdictions. However, the problems associated with overlapping
State interests will be more acute on MSSs where flights are of long
duration, and are multinational and extraterrestrial. Any measures
to reduce the complications stemming from a proliferation of applicable laws and potential forums will simplify MSS operations.
There have been proposals to adopt both a uniform civil code for
outer space, and an international space court. 8 ' Such proposals may
be premature in these early stages of space exploration and use.82 As
mentioned, it is too early in the development of space law to achieve
a total break with the existing earth-oriented legal systems, each legislating without regard to relevant laws of other countries. It is fair
to say that territorial sovereignty poses the greatest threat to the internationalization of outer space and to space law unification.
However, there are ameliorating alternatives to total nation-State
unilateralism on the question of lawmaking. One alternative would
be to negotiate a new multilateral treaty establishing a single rule
for selecting applicable law and proper forum. Such a treaty would
need the ratification of a substantial number of States to be effec78. The Outer Space Treaty, supra note 34, Article 8.
79. The five traditional bases for the exercise of jurisdiction are nationality, territoriality, universality, protective, and passive personality. See Rivard v. U.S. 375 F.2d 882
(5th Cir.), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 884 (1967).
80. Articles 14 and 15 of the French Civil Code, noted in STEINER & VAGTS,
TRANSNATIONAL LEGAL PROBLEMS 751 (2d ed. 1976).
81. March, Civil Dispute Resolution in Outer Space 35 (1983), (on file NASA/
Ames Research Center, Hastings College of Law).
82.
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tive. 83 Non-party States, not being bound by any treaty, could still
extend their unregulated laws and take jurisdiction over spaceborne
disputes in an unregulated manner, but their non-adherence to a single rule would be tempered to the degree unanimity of choice of law
principles was reached by the major spacefaring States
Another alternative would be to require all occupants on board an
MSS to agree before departure to submit to the law and jurisdiction
of the registry State and waive all rights under any other law." All
spacefaring contracts could contain an appropriate clause providing
that the law of the State owning or operating the MSS would be the
sole law for those on board. This would not resolve the conflicts questions for those accidentally or unforeseeably on board. For them, the
same multistate conflicts problems prevalent on earth would obtain.
Visiting astronauts, transient space workers, visiting observers, and
rescued personnel are examples of those who might be on board an
MSS, yet not bound by contractual provisions to abide by a given set
of national laws.
Maritime Legal Principles as a Precedent
The least ambitious, and thus least enterprising solution would be
to permit a customary rule of law to evolve through the practice of
States, and more particularly through the judicial decisions of the
most advanced spacefaring States. This has occurred to some extent
in developing choice-of-law rules in admiralty cases. The test applied
in a leading U.S. maritime case involving a Danish seaman injured
on board a Danish vessel, who had signed seaman's articles in the
U.S., could be applied in outer space as well. In deciding whether
U.S. or Danish law afforded the better rule, the U.S. Supreme Court
set forth seven criteria to be evaluated. These were: first, the place
where the injury occurred; second, the nationality of the victim;
third, the registry of the vessel; fourth, the shipowner's allegiance;
fifth, the place of employment; sixth, the most convenient forum; and
seventh, the suitability of the governing law as to each possible forum.8 5 The MSS, like the vessel on the open sea, can come under the
laws of several States simultaneously, and thus any judicial determi83. The leading institution devoted to the codification of private international law
is the Hague Codification Conference which has codified choice of law, judicial jurisdic-

tion, and enforcement of judgments. See

STEINER AND VAGTS,

supra note 80, at 232.

84. For the effect of such waiver of rights clauses on the national's own State, see
North American Dredging Co. v. Mexico, reported in 4 R. Int'l Arb. Awards 26-27

(1926).

85.

Lauritzen v. Larsen, 345 U.S. 571 (1953).
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nation of a uniform formula would mark a beginning for resolving
transnational conflict of laws problems.
On the substantive side of rulemaking, prolonged departures from
this planet will require legislators to reexamine specific laws for their
adaptability to a space environment. For example, the maritime doctrine of laches, which has no fixed time bar to the prosecution of
claims, could well be more appropriate to MSS activity than a State
prescribed statute of limitations which might bar a claimant in too
short a period for long duration flights. 86 The Federal Death on the
High Seas Act could be extended by simple amendment to cover
wrongful death in outer space. 87 The Federal Tort Claims Act could
also be extended to cover torts occurring in outer space and torts
committed on board an MSS. 8 A shipowner's legal responsibility for
the maintenance and cure of ailing mariners could be extended to
embrace MSS crews, when MSSs become privately operated. 9 Subjecting the MSS to a statutory strict-liability regime could avoid the
necessity for victims of MSS mishaps to prove fault, a difficult task
in a space arena.9 0 The limitation of liability regime which protects
shipowners from financial disaster could be adopted in outer space
for the protection of MSS station commanders and non-governmental owners.9 1 When and if negligence is the basis for assessing damages, the common law doctrine of contributory negligence should
yield to the maritime rule which provides for an allocation of compensation according to the harm done, without regard to the degree
of fault.9 2 While such questions do not fall within the ambit of public international law, they will be of international importance be86. In admiralty law, the effect of delays in commencing a legal action is governed
by the equitable doctrine of laches rather than by a fixed statutory period. See Keller v.
Standard Sand and Gravel, 365 F. Supp. I (S.D. Ohio 1973).
87. 46 U.S.C. §§ 761-766 (1975). This Act gives a right of action for the death of
a person caused by a wrongful act on the high seas beyond the territorial waters of any
State. The Act has been extended by judicial opinion to cover actions arising out of
aircraft flights in the airspace above the seas. See D'Aleman v. Pan American Airways,
259 F.2d 493 (2d Cir. 1958). Because of the nature of space, it is doubtful the courts
would judically extend further its application to outer space.
88. 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671-2680 (1976). The Act will probably be held to
apply in outer space, but a legislative amendment extending the Act would make certain
its scope.
89. As to the nature of the remedy of maintenance and cure at sea, see G. GILMORE & C. BLACK, supra note 43, at 281.
90.

See Desaussure, Do We Need a Strict Liability Regime for Outer Space? 22

(1979).
91. International Convention on the Limitation of Liability of Owners of Seagoing
Vessels, Brussels (1924), not ratified by the U.S.; Limitation of Shipowners' Liability
Act, 46 U.S.C. § 181 et seq. (1958).
92, Because of the risks and capital investment involved in space travel, the common law rule of denying recovery for even slight contributory negligence seems too harsh
to impose on the owner/operator of spacecraft. The mitigating rule of divided damages
applicable in maritime law seems more appropriate.
COLLOQUIUM 117
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cause space is an international medium. All States, not just the State
of registry, will be affected by the application of private as well as
public international law since the domain of space activity is international and public.
THE MANNED

SPACE STATION AND INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY

PEACE AND

The safety and security of MSSs will present questions of public
international law. Soviet jurists have suggested a spatial security
zone circumscribing all satellites to protect them from foreign interference. 93 These zones would be especially appropriate around
MSSs. One Soviet jurist has written that any attempt to interfere
with another State's satellite, or inspect or seize it, is an act of
piracy, giving the registry State the right to resort to any means to
protect it.9 4 In his view, any unlawful intrusion amounts to "cosmic

piracy".9 This immunity from inspection is based on the principle of
equality of each nation in the exploration and use of space.
Visitation and Inspection Rights
Maritime practice furnishes the foundation for developing a public
regime for the MSS. The freedom of the high seas includes the normal right of merchant ships to be immune from visit and search by
ships and aircraft of foreign nationality in time of peace. 98 There is a
historic right of approach to identify a ship's nationality but this
does not include actual boarding or search of a foreign vessel.9 7 The
exceptions, admitted by all maritime States, are in cases of suspected
pirate vessels,98 slave traders, or vessels engaged in authorized broadcasting off the shores of non-consenting States. 99
Even when there are reasonable grounds for boarding a suspect
vessel, compensation must be paid if the detained vessel is in fact
93. Bordunov, Rights of States as Regards Outer Space Objects, 24 COLLOQUIUM
90 (1981).

94. Id.
95. Id.
96. J. COLOMBOS, INTERNATIONAL LAW OF THE SEA 310 (6th ed. 1976).
97. The Marianna Flora, 11 Wheat. 1 (1826).
98. The right to detain a suspected pirate vessel was codified in the 1958 High
Seas Convention. Article 22, Geneva Convention on the High Seas (1958), TIAS No.
5200.
99. The Third Law of the Sea Convention, opened for signature in 1982, adds the
unauthorization broadcast exception to the immunity of merchant ships. Article 109,
UNCLOS III (1982), reported in XI M. NORDQUIST AND K. SIMMONDS, NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE LAW OF THE SEA 60 (1981).
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innocent of charges of piracy, slavery, or unauthorized broadcasting. 10 0 Recent United States cases have upheld the right of the Coast
Guard to approach and seize foreign vessels suspected of smuggling
drugs into the United States and this has raised questions of both
international and United States constitutional law. 10 1 In most instances these Coast Guard boardings have been with the express or
implied consent of the registry State and it is not likely that these
recent occurrences will enlarge the exceptions to the traditional immunity from
search or seizure enjoyed by merchant ships on the
10 2
high seas.
Absent international agreement, MSSs would probably have a
similar immunity from inspection under the general non-interference
provisions of the Outer Space Treaty. 0 3 The real issue is whether
such immunity should exist. There is not one recorded instance of
foreign interference with any satellite and even the space debris of
each registry State seems to enjoy immunity from foreign retrieval.
Suggestions have been made for an international agreement on the
collection of satellite debris which would include the necessary consent to sweep the active orbital paths clean of all non-functioning
objects and pieces regardless of registry or nationality. 04 A nuclear
powered satellite in a decaying orbit and destined to land with its
radioactive debris at some unintended place on earth should enjoy no
immunity, and this writer has suggested that an inherent right exists
to reorbit any foreign space object posing a threat to the earth's
environment. 05
The fact that none of the Outer Space Treaties provides any inspection rights as to orbiting space objects does not foreclose further
examination of the subject, because the presence of any satellite,
particularly a habitable one in permanent orbit, raises issues of national security more urgently than unidentified or non-functional objects at sea.' 0 6
100. Article 110, UNCLOS III (1982), reported in XI M. NoRDQuIsT and K.
SIMMoNDs, NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE LAW OF THE SEA 60-61 (1981).
101. U.S. v. Cadena, 585 F.2d 1252 (5th Cir. 1978); U.S. v. Williams, 617 F.2d
1063 (5th Cir. 1980).
102. See Sohn, Interdiction of Vessels on the High Seas, 18 INT'L LAW. 411, 419
& nn. 37-40. (1984).
103. The Outer Space Treaty, supra note 34, Articles I, II, III.
104. Hall, Comments on Traffic Control of Space Vehicles, 31 J. AIR L. & CoM.

327 (1965).
105. Desaussure, An InternationalRight to Reorbit Earth ThreateningSatellites,
21 COLLOQUIUM 92 (1978).
106. Dr. Diederiks-Verschoor has alluded to the military potential of earth-orbit-

ing stations, and mention has been made by another writer that a station orbiting around
the earth is theoretically more dangerous than a fixed installation on the moon or other

celestial body. Diederiks-Verschoor, The Legal Status of Artificial Space Objects, 24
COLLOQUIUM 94 (1982); Smirnoff, The Legal Status of Earth Orbiting Stations, 12
COLLOQUIUM
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Since no right of inspection of MSSs can be expected to arise
through customary law, the negotiation of a multilateral agreement
on the subject must be considered. The Antarctic Treaty of 1959
provides a logical basis for comparison.? It provides that "all stations, installations and equipment .. shall be open at all times to
inspection by any observers designated in accordance with [the
treaty]. "10 Inspection satisfies each party to the treaty that the
Antarctic is being used for peaceful purposes and also provides a
basis for the exchange of scientific and technical personnel. During
the experimental phase of developing space stations, the right of inspection or visitation may not seem too important. Capsules in space
such as Salyut 7, which can at best accommodate no more than
three cosmonauts at a time, may not pose a military threat. With the
commencement of operational MSSs, which will increase in size to
the habitable area of six spacelabs, and accommodate as many as
twenty spacefarers, potential military significance dramatically increases. Visitation rights would reduce the tensions that MSSs orbiting in the sky might generate and also facilitate the exchange of
scientific and technological personnel. Any apprehension among private spacefaring companies that their secret manufacturing or biological processes would be subject to compromise could be avoided
by inserting safeguards into the agreement which would protect
against uninvited disclosure of trade secrets. Contentions that reciprocal inspection of MSSs might compromise national security only
escalates the need for reciprocal visitation rights. Peaceloving States
should welcome free access to MSSs whether national or foreign.
The ultimate purpose is to prevent the use of MSSs for aggressive
purposes, not to stifle MSS operations. On-site inspection, after reasonable notice, conducted at reasonable times, could guarantee that
MSSs would always be used for peaceful purposes.
The Manned Space Station Viewed as Territory
As mentioned above,10 9 it makes sense to regard the MSS as a
territorial extension of the registry State, and therefore not to classify it as an instrumentality at all. The MSS will be totally unique
from all other space objects. Although in the early stage of development, it may approximate other manned space objects such as the
107. See P. JEssuP AND H. TAUBENFELD, CONTROLS FOR OUTER SPACE AND THE
ANTARCTIC TREATY 137, 251 (1959).
108.
109.

Article VII, The Antarctic Treaty of 1961, 12 U.S.T. 799.
See supra text accompanying note 71.
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shuttle orbiter, or the European spacelab, it is the beginning of a
new type of human habitation. It is the MSS from which large toros
for space settlements will eventually evolve. Ultimately, whole generations of peoples may be born, live, and die in an other space
environment.
When the MSS is regarded as a territory, rather than an instrumentality of some launching State or private corporation, a solid basis is provided for the fullest exercise of sovereign power over onboard activities and occupants. Although the Outer Space Treaty
provides that the registry State retains jurisdiction and control over
objects launched into outer space, 110 it is silent on whether this refers
only to administrative jurisdiction, or includes enforcement and adjudicatory jurisdiction as well. If the MSS is assimilated to the territory of the registry State, then the power over activities on-board
becomes complete. Chief Justice Marshall, in Schooner Exchange v.
McFadden,"" wrote that "the jurisdiction of the nation within its
own territory is necessarily exclusive and absolute. It is susceptible
of no limitation not imposed by itself. '11 2 Well-known maritime law
cases have expressed the opinion that ships on the high seas are part
of the territory of the flag State, and that consequently only that
State can exercise authority upon it. 113 While the Outer Space
Treaty prevents any claim of sovereignty to outer space or celestial
bodies, it does not preclude a territorial claim to the space objects
themselves. Eminent writers such as Gerard K. O'Neill and George
Robinson predict a future in which MSSs will evolve into space habitats for large groups of people who will eventually seek self-government and independence from earth bound States." 4 Since international law regards territory as the fundamental condition for
Statehood, it will be more realistic to regard technologically advanced MSSs used for permanent habitats as territory rather than as
mere space instrumentalities.11 5
Arguably, an instrumentality theory is the more plausible approach in the initial phases of MSS development. Salyut stations can
accommodate only three or four cosmonauts at a time. Spacelab is
designed for a six person occupancy. These vehicles resemble more
I10. The Outer Space Treaty, supra note 34, Article VIII.
111. 11 U.S. 116 (1812).
112. Id.at 117.
113. See Regina v. Anderson, 11 Cox Criminal Cases 198 (1868); S.S. Lotus
(France v. Turkey) 2 Hudson, World Court Report 20 (1935).
114. G. Robinson, Space Law, TECH. REV., Oct.-Nov. 1977, at 59; G. O'Neill,
The Colonization of Space, 27 PHYsics TODAY 32, 40 (1974).
115. The fullest measure of sovereign power is exercised by a state over its land
area. See Isle of Palmas Case, 2 R. Int'l Arb. Awards 829 (1928); see R. Fon Rel 2nd
(1965), Art I Convention on Rights and Duties of State, Montevideo (1933); 49 Stat.
3097 (1935).
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the interior cockpit of a jumbo jet than a place of continual abode or
a permanent installation. However, as the composition of a MSS expands with incremental modular additions, and the number of inhabitants increases with the complexity of its missions, the similarity of
these stations to instrumentalities of flight or navigation begins to
recede. They will begin to assume an ever more territorial bias as
they become self-sustaining and their governance becomes more
elaborate.
While the aircraft is the cornerstone for air law, as the vessel is
for maritime law, it will be the shuttle, not the MSS, which is the
foundation for space transport law."" Both the airspace and the
oceans are mediums for transport, but the infinite oceans in space
will not only, or even primarily, represent a medium for space transport. They will also become a place for mankind to begin a new community life. Characterizing the MSS as territory rather than as an
instrumentality, or as some special sui generis category, raises important long-term considerations as to how to define its rights and
responsibilities and ultimately as to the issue of independence and
self-government for future space settlements.
THE DEMILITARIZATION OF THE MANNED SPACE STATION

Article IV of the Outer Space Treaty prohibits parties from orbiting around the earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any
other kinds of weapons of mass destruction, installing such weapons
117
on celestial bodies, or stationing such weapons in outer space.
Whether regarded as territory or as an instrumentality, the MSS is
certainly included within that prohibition. While habitats may someday be fabricated from lunar or planetary resources, and then not
fall within the treaty definition of "space object" (which presupposes
launch from earth), there is no doubt it is an object within the meaning of Article IV. 118
116.

The reason for the shuttle, rather than the MSS, becoming the cornerstone of

transportation law in space, is the fact that it is designed and intended to carry goods to,

from, and within, outer space, while the MSS will not be in navigation, but will be rather
a base for personnel and industry.
117.

Article IV of the Outer Space Treaty does not contain a similar prohibition as

to other weapons such as laser beams and directed energy weapons. See supra note 34
for reference to the treaty language.
118. The Liability Convention, Article 1; The Registration Convention, Article 1,

supra note 34. These articles in the cited Conventions are restrictive in that they define
space objects in terms of artifacts launched from earth. Eventually objects may be

fabricated and launched from the moon. However, Article IV in referring to "objects"
would be broad enough to cover moon launched artifacts.
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Paragraph 2 of Article IV prohibits the establishment of military
bases, installations, and fortifications, and the testing of any type of
weapons, or the conduct of military maneuvers on celestial bodies."'
The prohibitions in paragraph 2 are much broader than those contained in paragraph 1. All weapons, not just those of mass destruction, are banned, and while military bases, installations, and fortifications are not permitted on the moon, they are not prohibited from
being in earth orbit. A MSS, when used for military purposes, would
be regarded as a military base or installation. More specifically, a
MSS would be so regarded if it were used as a platform for antisatellite weapons or directed energy weapons. 12 0 The preamble of the
Treaty expresses the intent that outer space is to be used for peaceful purposes only,1 2 and this is reinforced by Article III, which provides that all activities in outer space shall be conducted in accordance with international law. Considering the reasoning set forth in
S. S. Lotus, 22 that all activity is permitted to nations which is not
expressly prohibited by international law, 123 the establishment of
military installations, or fortifications, in earth orbit is unobjectionable. However, their use must be for non-aggressive purposes, otherwise they violate international law, specifically the Outer Space
Treaty.1 24 Directed energy weapons may also be tested and military
maneuvers conducted in outer space without violating the principles
of the Lotus case, or the Outer Space Treaty. The Outer Space
Treaty is silent as to what constitutes peaceful purposes. So long as
the nature of military activity does not pose a threat to the security
of other states, the activity is conceded, at least by western States, to
be peaceful.12 5
There have been proposals to ban all weapons from outer space,
but none of these proposals would deny the right to satellite surveillance for national verification of treaty compliance with disarmament agreements. 26 Professor C. Christol, a foremost proponent for
banning all weapons, would expressly stipulate in any expansion of
Article IV (1) that satellites,
whether manned or unmanned, could
1 27
be used for reconnaissance.
119. The Outer Space Treaty, supra note 34.
120. Article I of the Antarctica Treaty prohibits any measures of a military nature
such as military bases. Supra note 108. Weapons of any military use on board an MSS
would, in my view, make it a military base.
121. See Preamble to the Outer Space Treaty, supra note 34.
122. (France v. Turkey) 2 Hudson, World Court Report 20 (1935).
123. Id. at 21.
124. See Preamble, Articles I and IX, The Outer Space Treaty, supra note 34.
125. See S. LAY & H. TAUBENFELD, THE LAW RELATING TO AcTIvITIEs OF MAN
IN SPACE 25-32, 97-102 (1970).
126. See Soviet proposals, infra note 128.
127. C. Christol, Article IV of the 1967 PrinciplesAgreement, 29 COLLOQUIUM
DUBROVNIK
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Soviet Proposals
In 1981, the Soviet Union submitted a draft treaty to the U.N.
prohibiting the stationing of weapons of any kind in outer space or
placing them in orbit around the earth.12 In August 1983, the Soviet Union revised their proposal by suggesting a complete ban on
the testing and deployment in space of any space-based weapon
which could be used for destruction of objects on earth, in the atmosphere, and in outer space. 129 The 1983 proposal would also ban the
testing or use of manned spacecraft for any military activity, including anti-satellite purposes. It further prohibits the threat of force or
any interference with the space objects of any other State by disturbing their normal trajectory or orbit, and also provides that national technical means of verification (e.g. by reconnaissance satellites) shall be authorized.130
Neither of the Soviet proposals defines what a weapon is or what
constitutes a military purpose or a threat of force. Notably omitted
is a definition of what constitutes interference with another State's
space objects. The Soviet proposals fail to define what is and what is
not a weapon as distinguished from a space platform or base."', The
MSS, for example, could be viewed inherently as a weapon, under
the Soviet language, even though the Soviets have preceded the
United States in the active construction and maintenance of space
stations. Soviet authors in the past have referred to the shuttle as a
weapon, although this would make every satellite which has the capability of being a transport vehicle a weapon. While the Soviet proposals are too ambiguous to form the basis for serious disarmament
negotiations, they justify counter-proposals i, the United States. It
might be possible to initiate a serious dialogue by proposing the incremental demilitarization of space. It is unrealistic to believe an
orbiting space station will not be used for military activity unless an
international agreement is reached in the initial stages of development as to its permissible uses.
128. Soviet proposal, "Draft treaty on the Principles of the stationing of Weapons
of any kind in outer space" proposed to the 36th session of the UNGA, Aug. 20, 1981
(Appendix B).
129. Article 2, para. 1 of the Soviet proposal "A treaty on the Prohibition of the
use of force in Outer Space and from Space against Earth," 38th Session, UNGA A/38/
194 (Aug. 23, 1983).
130. Supra note 129.
131. The Soviet proposals do not have a definitions clause. They leave for subsequent negotiation and drafting the precise categorization of space objects. They have in
the past alluded to the shuttle as a weapon (rather than an instrumentality). Supra note
129.

A Proposal to Demilitarize the Manned Space Station
A proposal could be made by the U.S. that all earth orbiting
manned stations be placed in the same demilitarized status as the
moon or Antarctica.132 Since demilitarized zones (DMZs) are linked
rather than personal property, MSSs could be vested by international agreement with instrumentalities such as the shuttle or unmanned and distinguished satellites. The Antarctica agreement provides that all areas (including stations, installations, and equipment)
are open at all times to inspection. 3 The Moon Treaty provides that
all equipment facilities, stations, and installations on the moon shall
be open to other party States provided reasonable advance notice is
given.134 Such provisions seem equally applicable to a demilitarized
MSS. The best time to provide for an open regime for manned space
stations is before they become a valuable military asset.
Dimilitarized areas have served to safeguard innocent lives and property in peace as well as in armed conflict. Unlike designated neutralized zones which are not required to be disarmed, no military activity or facility is permitted in a DMZ. Designation of a DMZ denies
use for any military purposes, such as the production of military supplies or the repair of military equipment. The Soviet proposals open
the door for suggesting the demilitarizing of MSSs of all nations. As
they become operational, safety of navigation and freedom from interference require that buffer zones be authorized as in the case of
deepwater ports. As long as these zones serve no military purpose,
only traffic, environmental, and customs objectives, there would be
no breach of DMZ status. If MSSs become facilities for the placement and storage of weapons, spaceborne command and control centers, and other military operations, they will create an inherent danger in space to peace and security. As MSSs become functional, if
they become such havens for military roles in space, disenfranchising
their military status will be much harder to accomplish than preventing its establishment in the first place.1 33
Now is the time to define the status of MSSs by international
agreement, to designate them as DMZs, to provide them with the
132. Article I of the Antarctica treaty provides that it shall be used for peaceful
purposes only, and prohibits weapons testing, military bases, and military maneuvers.
The same prohibition against military activity is contained in the Outer Space Treaty
with respect to exploration and use of the moon. See Soviet proposal, "A Treaty on the
Prohibition of the use of force in Outer Space and from Space against Earth," 38th
session, UNGA A/38/194 (Aug. 23, 1983).
133. The Antarctica Treaty, article VII, paragraph 3 (1959). See Article 60, Protocol, Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, which provides for the
establishment of DMZs in time of peace or armed conflict (not yet in force) (1977).
134. The Moon Treaty, supra note 34, Article 15.
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quasi personality of vessels (nationality and responsibility); and to
make them open to visits and inspections by all other spacefaring
States upon reasonable notice.
CONCLUSION

The foregoing analysis raises only some of the more obvious legal
issues with respect to the operation, mission, and function of the
emerging habitable space station. As the space station becomes an
ever present reality, the scope of its activities and uses will expand
with man's ingenuity. A specifically planned and organized legal system will be imperative if it is to be used for constructive and harmonious goals and is not to become an object of rivalry and discord.
Nation State laws, conflicting as they are on earth, should not be
propelled spaceward along with the station. The United Nations, and
its particular interested specialized agencies, such as ICAO and the
ITU have an interest in harmonizing and consolidating space law.
Many useful principles of maritime law can be readily adapted to
space operations. Finally, a quick, firm leadership commitment by
the United States and the Soviet Union, the two countries with the
most power in outer space, that the manned station will not be a
harbor for any military activity apart from scientific investigation, is
essential.
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